
Slide 1 
Intro slide. In language work, pupils recap possessive Latin noun endings. However, most of the 
lesson is given over to learning about the myth of Persephone, and considering how cultures can use 
mythology to make sense of the natural world. The lesson culminates in the fun activity of making a  
donum Proserpinae (gift of Persephone). 

Slide 2 
Roman register. 

Slide 3 
Straight into a game of Cuius Equus? (Whose Horse?) to recap possessive endings. The singular 
feminine and masculine endings are at the bottom of the screen throughout the game to help pupils 
create the correct possessive version of fellow pupils’ names. 

1) The teacher starts off holding a toy horse. 

2) Mouse-click brings up the sentence, “equus ____________ est” 

 
What does “equus _________ est?” mean [“It is a horse” or “the horse is”] 

3) Mouse-click brings up a name in the sentence (you will need to edit these names to a selection of 
your pupils’ own Roman names with the possessive ‘ae’ ending for girls’ names and the ‘i’ for 
boys’): equus Carlottae est – it is the horse of Carlotta/it is Carlotta’s horse. 

4) The teacher passes the horse to Carlotta (or whoever has been substituted!) 

5) Mouse-click brings up a new name. 

6) Carlotta reads the sentence out: “equus Maximi est”. 
 
What does this sentence mean? [it is the horse of Maximus/it is Maximus’s horse.] 

7) Carlotta passes the horse to Maximus. Now it’s his turn to read out the new ‘owner’ of the horse 
(revealed on mouse-click) 

8) This goes on for four turns. If confident, the pupils can carry on playing by adding the possessive 
ending to a name of their choice. Alternatively, you can amend the presentation and add more of 
your pupils’ names. 

Slides 4-8 

Before we embark on a game of Quick on the Draw (containing possessives), we’ll have a quick 
look-see at a possessive in a Latin sentence. On mouse-click, the sentence builds up in the usual 
way (verb first, then subject, object and finally possessive), but mouse-clicks also bring up coloured 
circles to highlight subject, object or possessive endings. Two English translations are given for the 
Latin sentence, one denoting possession using ‘of’, the other using an apostrophe. 



In this week’s game of Quick on the Draw, there are twelve words being used: check the pupils 
know what they mean, although the pictures should cue them. The verb will always appear first, and 
then the rest of the sentence will build up around it on mouse click. Pupils (in pairs) must draw 
what is happening in the sentence (once they’ve shown you their pictures, ask them to describe 
what they’ve illustrated).  To help with the new addition of possessive nouns, the noun endings are 
colour-coded depending on whether they are subject (red), object (green) or possessive (blue). 

The sentences are: 

slide 5: equum reginae habes – You (singular) have the crown of the queen/the queen’s crown. 

slide 6: villa medici frigida est – The house of the doctor/the doctor’s house is cold. 

slide 7: aquam feminarum habemus – We have the water of the women/the women’s water. 

slide 8: locus equorum sordidus est – The place of the horses/the horses’ place is dirty. 

Slide 9 
In this week’s cultural segment, we’re going to look at the myth of Persephone.  

 
Using your Greek letter sheets, can you work out which Greek myth we’re going to look at 
today? 

[Mouse-click] Persephone, who, like many gods and goddesses, had a slightly different name in 
Latin: [mouse-click] Proserpina. 

 
[Mouse-click] She was the daughter of this goddess. Use your Greek letter sheets to work out 
who it is. [mouse-click] Demeter, goddess. Again, she had a different Roman name: [mouse-

click] Ceres.  

Can you think of an English word that comes from Ceres, goddess of crops and harvests? 
[cereal] 

[Mouse-click] Persephone was forced to marry this god: can you work out who it is? 
[Mouse-click] Hades, god of the underworld. The Romans call him [Mouse-click] Pluto (and 

then the planet was names after him). 

The myth went that for half of the year, Persephone had to live in the underworld with Hades, and 
for the other half, she was allowed back above ground. 
 

Ancient cultures often used myths to explain things that they noticed happening in the world. 
What do you think the myth of Persephone might have been explaining? [Mouse-click 

reveals pictures of crops growing, trees blossoming, flowers blooming and new lambs, which can 
be used as either a prompt for the class, or as an illustration if they have no problems in finding an 
answer to this question! Which, of course, is that they myth seeks to explain the regular changing of 
the seasons] 



Slides 10-14 
Many cultures, not just Ancient Greek and Roman ones, celebrated the coming of spring and the 
return of good weather, birth of new animals and growth of crops. To celebrate, we often give gifts, 
so we’re going to make a flower gift, a ‘donum’ (Latin for ‘gift’) ‘Proserpinae’ of Persephone. 
 

Can you think of an English word that comes from the Latin ‘donum’, meaning ‘gift’ or 
‘present’? [donate, donation, donor] 

These slides are a walk-though of the process, and this is also contained in the instruction 
sheet wk31_dp.pdf. This activity should take about twenty-five minutes including tidy-up time. 

Once finished, the pupils can either give their flowers amongst themselves, or they can take them 
home to give to family or friends. 

Slide 15 
The plenary, three questions as usual: 

1. ‘villa medici’ - whose house is it? [the doctor’s house] 
2. ‘What does the myth of Persephone try to explain? [The changing of the seasons] 
3. Which (unappealing) god was Persephone forced to marry? [Hades/Pluto] 


